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Assimilation of radar reflectivity volumes employing different observation

error covariance matricesThomas Gastaldo1,2, Virginia Poli1, Chiara Marsigli3, Pier Paolo Alberoni1 and TizianaPaagnella1 [1℄ Arpae-SIMC Emilia-Romagna, Bologna, Italy[2℄ University of Bologna, Italy[3℄ Deutsher Wetterdienst, O�enbah, Germany
1 IntrodutionAt Arpae-SIMC, the HydroMeteorologial Servie of Emilia-Romagna Region (Italy), the KENDA assimila-tion system [1℄ provides the analyses to the onvetion-permitting omponents of the operational modellinghain, onsisting of one deterministi run and one ensemble system, both at 2.2 km horizontal resolution andwith the same domain (greysale in Figure 1). Currently, only onventional observations are assimilated, buttests are ongoing to inlude also re�etivity volumes [2℄ from the Italian radar network (solid lines in Figure1).
Figure 1: Integration domain (greysale) of the COSMO model employed at Arpae-SIMC for high resolutionmodel runs. The approximate overage area for eah radar at their lowest resolution of the Italian network isshown with solid lines.The high spatial and temporal density of radar data demands a great are in setting the observation errorovariane matrix R. In fat, due to the great amount of data, small departures of the observation error fromits atual value may lead to large errors in the analysis. Furthermore, re�etivity observations are spatiallyand temporally orrelated and, therefore, the assumption made in most operational data assimilation systemsof a diagonal R matrix is not realisti (see for example [2℄).The impat of using di�erent estimations of the R matrix in the assimilation system is presented over two testperiods. Results obtained when employing an unique observation error for all re�etivity volumes are omparedto those obtained when a di�erent value is spei�ed for eah observation, depending on the radar station andthe distane from the station. The analyses, derived by eah observation error matrix on�guration, are usedto initialize di�erent foreasts. The omparison of the quantitative preipitation foreast (QPF) using theFrations Skill Sore (FSS [3℄) allows to estimate the auray of the analysis itself. Finally, an estimation ofspatial orrelations between re�etivity observations is provided.2 Observation errorThe observation error ǫo has two omponents [4℄: the measurement and the representation error. The former,also alled instrument error, is the error assoiated with the measuring devie alone, independently of howthe measurements are used. The latter arises from 3 soures:doi:10.5676/dwd_pub/nwv/osmo-nl_19_03COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org



1. Working Group on Data Assimilation 9� errors due to a mismath between the sales represented in the observations and the model �elds;� errors introdued by the observation operator;� errors due to pre-proessing or quality ontrol.In data assimilation, an aurate estimation of the observation error is ruial sine the observation errorovariane R = E[ǫoǫ
T
o ] weights observations as B = E[ǫbǫ

T
b ] weights model bakground information (ǫb isthe bakground error). While during the past deades a great e�ort has been done to improve the estimationof B (for example in the KENDA system it is fully �ow dependent), small improvement have been doneregarding the R matrix. In fat, R is �xed in time and generally assumed to be diagonal, that is observationsare onsidered unorrelated. Regarding the way to estimate it, one of the most used is the method proposedby Desroziers[5℄ whih is based on the expet value of the produt between observation-minus-analysis andobservation-minus-bakground residuals.3 Estimation of re�etivity errorsIn order to estimate re�etivity error with a spatial dependene, we estimate the diagonal of R using Desroziersstatistis and then we bin observations and the assoiated errors aording to their horizontal and vertialdistane from radar station. We use an horizontal step of 50 km and a vertial step 2 km. The estimation isperformed for eah radar of the Italian network over 3 periods,in order to have also a temporal dependene:from 31/08/18 at 00 UTC to 09/09/18 at 00 UTC (sept2018), from 30/09/18 at 15 UTC to 10/10/18 at 00UTC (ot2018) and from 26/10/18 at 12 UTC to 11/11/18 at 00 UTC (nov2018).Estimated values averaged over the three periods (sept2018, ot2018 and nov2018) and over all radars of theItalian network are shown in Figure 2. Values (y axis) are shown as a funtion of horizontal distane (x axis)and vertial distane (olours). As a general behaviour, we an notie that observation error inreases withhorizontal distane. This seems to be reasonable sine the size of observed atmospheri volumes inreases withthe distane from the radar station. At the same time, we an notie that the observation error dereaseswith vertial distane up to the 4-6 km bin and then stabilizes. Also this behaviour seems to be reasonablesine re�etivity observations lose to the ground are more likely a�eted by non meteorologial signals (i.e.lutter).

Figure 2: Estimated observation error for re�etivity volumes averaged over all periods and over all radarsof the Italian network.Due to the heterogeneity of our radar network and to the presene of di�erent weather regimes in Italy,when the statistis is applied separately to eah radar we an notie a ertain variability. As an example, inFigure 3 estimated values of re�etivity errors are shown for Serano radar (left panel) in Central Italy andfor Zoufplan radar (right) in North-Eastern Italy. Values are averaged over the 3 periods sept2018, ot2018and nov2018. It an be notied that the general behaviour desribed above is onserved but values and slopesof the urves vary quite signi�antly. A ertain variability an be observed also when onsidering one radarbut restriting the statistis to a single period. This is shown, for example, in Figure 4 for Zoufplan radarapplying the Desroziers statistis only at the sept2018 period (left panel) and at nov2018 (right).4 Use of estimated values of the observation error in KENDAIn order to evaluate the impat of using the estimated values of re�etivity error in the KENDA assimilationsystem, we perform 3 experiments. In err_�x experiment all re�etivity volumes have an error of 10 dBZ,as in our standard set-up for the assimilation of radar data. In err_mean experiment the observation errorCOSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 3: Same as Figure 2 but for omputing the statistis only for Serano radar (left) in Central Italy andZoufplan radar (right) in North-Eastern Italy.

Figure 4: Same as Figure 2 but omputing the statistis only for Zoufplan radar at two di�erent periods:sept2018 (left) and nov2018 (right).varies with radar station and with horizontal and vertial distane from station and it is averaged over allperiods. Finally, in err_period experiment the observation error varies with radar station, with horizontaland vertial distane from station and with period.The three experiments are performed for sept2018 and ot2018 periods. The KENDA system employs a 20member ensemble plus a deterministi run and an assimilation window of 1 hour; Both onventional dataand radar volumes (only the losest to analysis time for eah radar) are assimilated. Finally, a deterministiforeast is initialized eah 3 hours and foreast preipitation is veri�ed by using the Frations Skill Sore(FSS). Regarding FSS, �xed spatial windows of 0.2 degrees are used and thresholds of 1 mm and 5 mm areonsidered. Observations are hourly rainfall �elds from the Italian radar omposite adjusted by rain-gauges.Results are shown in Figure 5. Di�erenes between the three experiments are small for both sept2018 (leftpanel) and ot2018 (right panel) periods. Regarding sept2018, FSS values for err_mean (red lines) are verylose to those of err_�x (blue) for both the 1 mm (solid lines) and the 5 mm (dashed lines) threshold.In ontrast, the performane of err_period (green) is generally slightly better than that of the other twoexperiments. However, when onsidering the ot2018 ase, err_mean experiment is very slightly worse thanerr_�x and the worst results are obtained for err_period. In onlusion, due to the mixed results observed, wean state that the impat of employing a more aurate haraterization of the observation error for re�etivityvolumes in the assimilation system does not a�et signi�antly the quality of foreast preipitation.5 Estimated values of orrelation between radar observationsEmploying the Desroziers statistis, we also ompute an estimation of spatial orrelations for re�etivityerrors. Similarly to the method desribed in Setion 3, we bin pairs of radar observations aording to theirhorizontal and vertial distane. We employ an horizontal step of 10 km and a vertial step of 1 km. Resultsobtained for the sept2018 ase averaged over all radars of the Italian network are shown in Figure 6. Asexpeted, errors are strongly orrelated vertially and signi�ant orrelations an be seen up to 40 km inhorizontal.
COSMO Newsletter No. 19: Otober 2019 www.osmo-model.org
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Figure 5: Frations Skill Sore for err_�x (blue lines), err_mean (red) and err_period (green) experimentsemploying a threshold of 1 mm (solid lines) and 5 mm (dashed lines). The veri�ation is applied to sept2018(left panel) and to ot2018 (right panel) periods.

Figure 6: Spatial orrelation between pair of re�etivity observations during sept2018 ase.6 Conlusions and future workEven if re�etivity observation error varies quite signi�antly with time, radar station and distane from theradar, the use of more aurate values of errors in KENDA does not improve foreast auray. However,further tests are needed to on�rm this result. The estimation of orrelations between re�etivity errorsshows that there is a strong orrelation in spae. Therefore, the exploitation of the orrelation between pairof observations in the R matrix may be bene�ial.Referenes[1℄ Shra�, C., Reih, H., Rhodin, A., Shomburg, A., Stephan, K., Periáñez, A., and Potthast, R.: Kilometre-sale ensemble data assimilation for the COSMO model (KENDA), Q. J. Roy. Meteor. So., 142,1453�1472, https://doi.org/10.1002/qj.2748, 2016.[2℄ Gastaldo, T., Poli, V., Marsigli, C., Alberoni, P. P., and Paagnella, T.: Data assimilationof radar re�etivity volumes in a LETKF sheme, Nonlin. Proesses Geophys., 25, 747-764,https://doi.org/10.5194/npg-25-747-2018, 2018.[3℄ Roberts, N.M. and H.W. Lean, 2008: Sale-Seletive Veri�ation of Rainfall Aumula-tions from High-Resolution Foreasts of Convetive Events. Mon. Wea. Rev., 136, 78�97,https://doi.org/10.1175/2007MWR2123.1[4℄ Janji¢, T, Bormann, N, Boquet, M, Carton, JA, Cohn, SE, Dane, SL, Losa, SN, Nihols, NK, Potthast,R, Waller, JA, Weston, P. On the representation error in data assimilation, Q J R Meteorol So. 2018;144: 1257� 1278. https://doi.org/10.1002/qj.3130[5℄ Desroziers, G. , Berre, L. , Chapnik, B. and Poli, P. (2005), Diagnosis of observation, bakground andanalysiserror statistis in observation spae. Q.J.R. Meteorol. So., 131: 3385-3396. doi:10.1256/qj.05.108
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